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Today's typical home contains about 10 different November/December 1997
types of surfaces all subject to an onslaught of

EASY CLEANINGhousehold dirt. This has created a demand for
An Update on Hard Surface Cleanershard surface cleaners that are compatible with a

variety of surfaces, notes The Soap and Detergent SDA NATIONAL CLEANING SURVEYAssociation. Some cleaners are formulated for Cleaning Attitudes Revealed 2
general soil removal on a particular type of surface,
while others are formulated to perform a specific BEST BETS FOR YULE GIVING
cleaning job. Needed products include bathroom Housewares Offer Something for Everyone 3
cleaners to dissolve soap scum and water spots,
glass cleaners for mirrors and other shiny surfaces, SDA ORDER FORM

abrasives to scour away tough, stuck-on dirt, and Videaconference Proceedings 3

multi-purpose cleaners for a variety of spot
MISCELLANYcleaning.

Consumer demand for products that are Cookie Stamps Make Their Mark 4

Rice Cookers Heat Up 4convenient to use is influencing the hard surface
Cozying Up to Jersey Sheets 4cleaner category. Ge/s, which can be used on most Making Windows Safer for Kids 4surfaces such as countertops, were developed to

address this issue. Nozzle-top applicators allow the Q&A
consumer to pinpoint exactly where the gel is SDA Answers Your Questions 5
placed. This means less product waste and fewer
spills and splashes. WHAT'S NEW? 5

By introducing bleach to the formulations,
manufacturers of toilet bowl cleaner tablets have "KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS 6

increased product performance. When added
directly to the toilet tank, these new versions
deliver sodium hypochlorite with every flush, which
continuously cleans and sanitizes the toilet.

Some new products are both easier to use and bathroom and the kitchen offer the worst cleaning
less caustic than their original counterparts. For tasks. Difficult soils are normal for these rooms;
example, biological-based drain openers contain local water and weather conditions can make them
bacteria that generate enzymes. These enzymes even harder to remove. For example, hard water,
react with the grease that has built up in the drain which is present to some degree in up to 85% of
pipe. As the grease dissolves, the drain pipe the country, can increase the time spent on
opening returns to its original size. cleaning chores as much as 50%. Acidic cleaners,

Another category of hard surface cleaners such as hard water mineral removers, are
includes specialty cleaners designed to help make particularly beneficial in areas where hard water is
difficult jobs easier. Many consumers feel that the a problem. These cleaners contain mild acids that/
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dissolve mineral deposits and remove hard water SDA NATIONAL CLEANING SURVEY
spots and stains. Used regularly, these products Cleaning Attitudes Revealed
also help prevent mineral deposit build-up. The
areas around faucets and showers doors, as well A national survey on women's attitudes toward
as the interiors of tea kettles, humidifiers and toilet cleaning reveals some interesting facts about
bowls, all benefit. Soap scum removers also utilize cleaning habits and correlations between
mild acids or solvents and builders to personality traits and cleaning attitudes. The study
dissolve and remove the soap deposits that plague was conducted by psychologist Eileen Donahue,
shower walls and other bathroom surfaces. M/ldew Ph.D., and researcher David Michaelson on behalf
removers are cleaning substances that contain of The Soap and Detergent Association.
sodium hypochlorite bleach, which kills and The survey reports that American women
decolorizes mildew. These cleaners are useful in average almost 10 hours each week cleaning their
high humidity locations where mildew may be homes. Three out of four women get some help,
difficult to control. usually from their husband or children. Only one in

Health concerns have created a demand for 10 women report having a housekeeper or cleaning
disinfectant cleaners in bathrooms and kitchens, service. Saturday is when most women (52%
areas where germs are most prevalent. clean their homes. Six out of 10 women prefer to
Disinfectant cleaners contain either sodium clean in the morning. Two out of three put more
hypochlorite or quaternary ammonium compounds effort into cleaning kitchens than any other room in
which kill a wide range of organisms, including the house.
Salmonella, E. coli and germs that cause the The survey also revealed that American women
common cold and flu. Quaternary ammonium fall into one of five distinct cleaning personalities.
compounds disinfect. They have no distinguishing "Clean Extremes" (25%) are women who generally
odor and won't harm fabrics. Sodium hypochlorite prefer cleaning their homes to almost any other
delivers stain removal and disinfectancy and is activity and are more likely to say they can't relax ^ \^

particularly effective on surfaces that come in until their home is spotless. As a group, these
contact with food. It reacts quickly and breaks women have a high energy level, are trusting of
down into primarily saltwater, leaving no active others, and have a positive self-image. "Mess
residue. However, it has a distinct odor and can be Busters" (24%) work hard at keeping their homes
harmful to fabric. All disinfectant products are clean, but are tolerant of the inevitable messes that
regulated by the Environmental Protection characterize family life. "Mop Passers" (11%) take
Agency (EPA). pride in a clean home, but get help from a spouse

Convenience is a driving force in the multi- or housekeeper. They are the most relaxed and
purpose cleaner category. Consumers want easy going of the five cleaning personality groups.
products that cut grease, prevent streaks, and offer They also tend to have higher incomes, which
a high level of cleaning performance without enables them to have outside help. "Dirt Dodgers"
leaving a film or residue on high gloss surfaces. are the 18% who clean only when they have to.
6/ass and multi-surface cleaners provide these Their level of satisfaction with housecleaning is
attributes. lower than the other groups. "Strugglers" (21%)

Larger sizes are also convenient in that the address housecleaning as part of a balancing act
consumer can have more of the product on hand along with family, friends, work, and leisure time. It
with a single purchase. However, they also address is not an important part of their day-to-day lives.
economical and environmental issues: more However, they spend more time each week
product for less money; less packaging for less cleaning than any other group. This can be
waste. For the same reasons, innovative refill attributed to the fact that, collectively, they tend to
packages and bottles are gaining in popularity. . be married and have the largest households, which

suggests that they have more to do at home than
the other cleaning personalities. .
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TEPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

BEST BETS FOR YULE GIVING when cooking performance and tabletop
Housewares Offer Something for Everyone aesthetics go hand in hand.

Thanks to the coffee house culture, interest in
This holiday season, exciting gift ideas abound, tea drinking has perked up, too. Steepers and
particularly in the housewares category, declares warmers abound, along with traditional kettles with
The Soap and Detergent Association. A wealth of soft handles and whistles in the lid so there's no
offerings reflects the latest in consumer tastes and need to push open a spout. And what's tea without
trends. toast? Innovative toasters combine the retro

The trend toward a more relaxed lifestyle is still appeal of steel and chrome with new convenience
very much in evidence, from casual apparel on features, such as wide slots, pastry settings and
Fridays to family-style dinners with friends. memory, to make each slice perfect. Other
Tabletop manufacturers are responding by specialty items that make great food-related gifts
offering casual designs that can be mixed and include cookie stamps and molds, frothers that
matched to suit individual needs and tastes. convert regular strong coffee into latte, all-in-one
Bright, vivid colors have high appeal. Fiestaware oil-and-vinegar cruets, and combination bread
looks fresh and exciting. Its revival has inspired makers and toaster ovens.
collections oftableware in striking fruit and floral Even those who seem to have everything,
designs that coordinate with the traditional solid seldom have the places to store it. Storage
colors. While the idea of healthy cooking isn't new, containers in colors ranging from bright citrus to
this winter it's taking a heartier turn. Soup pots, shiny chrome provide resting places for special
pasta pots and roasting pans in sleek designs and items, including crafts, wrapping paper, CDs, and
non-stick surfaces will warm the heart and whet dinnerware. Trim-a-tree storage boxes, with
the appetite. As part of the trend toward a more special dividers to section off areas for ornaments,
casual lifestyle, the line between cookware and lights and other small seasonal items, come in
serveware continues to fade. Entertaining is easier holiday reds and greens. .

SDA ORDER FORM

VIDEOCONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
CLEANING PRODUCTS ... IN OUR HOMES, IN OUR ENVIRONMENT

Proceedings from the April 1997 SDA videoconference which presented the most current information on
laundry, dishwashing, household cleaning and personal cleansing products, and showcased successful
local environmental education programs. 60 pages

Please send (up to 50 copies) of: CLEANING PRODUCTS ... IN OUR HOMES, IN OUR
ENVIRONMENT.

Name Title

Affiliation Phone Fax

Address

City State Zip

Send orders to: CLF Brochures; The Soap and Detergent Association
475 Park Avenue South; New York, NY 10016
FAX: 212-213-0685; E-mail: order@sdahq.org; Phone: 212-725-1262 X221
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MISCELLANY Cozying Up to Jersey Sheets

Those t-shirt knits that dress down the American
Cookie Stamps Make Their Mark wardrobe may be the newest thing to dress up the
Cookie cutters have gone from utilitarian to American bed. Soft, comfortable, 100% cotton
collectible with the advent of the cookie stamp. Jersey sheets may end up accounting for as much
Decorative handles, themed to the cookie design as 5% of solid sheet sales this year, remarks The
the stamp creates, make these items beautiful to Soap and Detergent Association. The category is
display and fun to use, reports The Soap and rapidly expanding to include prints and new colors.
Detergent Association. With handles small enough Jersey sheets are available at many different
that a four-year-old can grasp them, cookie baking price levels. Because there are no agreed upon
becomes an enjoyable family activity. gauges, such as thread count for traditional woven

In addition to "everyday" motifs, such as flowers, sheets, consumers may find it difficult to account
leaves and celestial themes, some stamps are for price differences. While manufacturers are
keyed into popular licenses, such as Winnie the concerned with qualities such as weight, yarn
Pooh and Wamer Brothers characters. Classic finishing, the dyeing process and whether or not
Mickey and Beatrix Potter themes are scheduled the fabric is preshrunk, they agree that consumers
for 1998 introductions. will ultimately judge the product by its hand and by

The stamps are packaged in museum-style construction techniques, such as double seams
boxes. To build the collectibility factor, at least one and edges that don't roll or curl.
manufacturer is offering select styles for a limited
time. Making Windows Safer for Kids

According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety
Rice Cookers Heat Up Commission, the mortality rate from cords on
As American palettes are exposed to more foods of window treatments makes them one of the greate <k-

other cultures, rice is becoming an increasingly strangulation threats to children three years old and
important part of our diet. Many popular Asian, younger.

Spanish, Indian, Mexican and Cajun dishes call for As a result, the window covering industry has
rice, observes The Soap and Detergent agreed to a voluntary standard which eliminates all
Association. loops on miniblind cords. In addition, it requires the

The rice cooker, a common appliance in Korea, use of a tension device on the continuous loop
China and Japan, is becoming more popular with cords that are used primarily on vertical blinds. The
American consumers because it is convenient and industry's goal was to have all production meet the
because it can consistently produce perfect fluffy new standard by September 1, 1997.
rice, without scorching or producing a soggy or dry When loops are eliminated, two cords with two
product. tassels are one option. Other options include a

The three-cup cooker is the best seller, followed cord tensioning spring loaded device that can be
by the seven cup capacity version. Cooker prices secured to the floor or the side of the window,
range from $19.99 for basic models to $69.95 for single wand devices, automatic cord cutting
moderate ones to several hundred dollars. Cool- mechanisms that are activated when sudden

touch sides for safety and nonstick surfaces for pressure is applied to the cord, and motorized
easy clean-up are important at all price levels. At blinds. Consumers can expect to find these
the higher prices, performance features may products in the stores in the immediate future,
Include fuzzy-logic computerization with timers, advises The Soap and Detergent Association. .

automatic on and off settings to keep rice warm for
hours after cooking, and options such as steam
trays and egg poachers.
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TIPS AND TRENDS FROM THE SOAP AND DETERGENT ASSOCIATION

Q&A WHAT'S NEW?
SDA ANSWERS YOUR QUESTIONS

The microwave with a menu can help you decide
Q: What is the best way to clean my wood what to have for dinner or when to walk the dog.
floors? The Multiple Choice microwave has a computer
A: Sweep or vacuum wood floors on a regular menu system that includes 60 food categories,
basis to keep them free of dust and dirt which can 100 recipes, 80 serving suggestions, eight
scratch the wood. defrosting options and 200 illustrations, plus a

Wood floors that are sealed can be mopped section for punching in a personal time schedule,
with a solution of water and a wood cleaner, such as when to take a medication

following directions on the cleaner label. Some (Sharp Electronics Corp.; S 3369 South Building;
wood cleaners do not have to be rinsed, others Level 3; Sharp Plaza; Mahwah, NJ 07430)
need rinsing, so be sure to follow label directions
to prevent leaving a residue that can dull the floor
finish. What could be more appropriate than a bit of

When using a water solution, remove any cheerful chirping to indicate perfectly cooked
excess liquid with a dry, soft cloth. Large amounts eggs? The battery-operated Chirping Egg Timer is
of water left standing on wood can seep through an immersible cooking rack that holds up to six
nicks and scratches in the finish and cause the eggs. Water temperature sensors and three
wood to warp and discolor. different chirping sounds signal the hardness of

After cleaning, use a wax polish or a floor wax the eggs, from very soft to hard-boiled.
to shine and protect the floor. (Loroman Co., Inc.; 95-25 149th Street;

Jamaica, NY 11435)
Q: Can I launder a king size comforter in my
home washing machine?
A: If the comforter is washable (check the care Muffins made easy is the goal of Muffin Works, a
label) and if it is not too large for the washer, you collection of muffin preparation tools constructed
can easily launder it at home. To determine if the of 18/8 stainless steel. A set of three different

comforter will fit in your washer, place it in the measuring tools provides the precise amount of
washer tub. If it fits loosely in the washer and the dough needed to fill mini, medium and mega
top row of tub holes is visible, it is safe to wash it. muffin tins. The collection also includes a set of

If the top tub holes are not visible, the comforter is muffin spatulas, a 4-quart mixing bowl and a two-
too large and should be laundered at a tier, nonstick cooling rack. The sets, bowl and
commercial laundromat or by a drycleaner. cooling rack are sold separately.

Use warm water and a Regular Fabrics wash (Amco Corp.; 901 N. KilpatrickAve.;
cycle. Add the detergent before adding the Chicago, IL 60651)
comforter to make sure it dissolves completely. .

Stretch & Store is a storage system that can
accommodate accessory items and shoes in
various shapes and sizes. Breathable mesh
pockets allow for clear viewing of the contents.
The unit fastens to the back of a closet door with

clips, snaps and straps. No drilling or assembly is
required, which makes it perfect for temporary
living arrangements, including college dorms.
(Jokari/U.S., Inc.; 1205 Venture Ct.;

Carrollton, TX 75006) .
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"KEEP IT CLEAN" BRIEFS The colder the water, the more difficult it is to get
clothes clean. Greasy soil is more difficult to

Shoes made of rubber, cloth or synthetic material remove in lower temperatures and laundry
can often be washed. Check the care label to detergents are less effective in cold water. For
make sure they are washable, and follow the best results, wash using a warm wash cycle and-
specific laundering recommendations use cold water for rinsing.

Pretreat spots or stains and launder in warm
water on the Regular Fabrics cycle. To balance
the load, add several bath towels. To remove candle wax from table linens, first

remove any wax buildup using a dull knife. Place
the stained area between clean paper towels and

To help prevent excessive tangling of clothes in press with a warm iron. Replace the paper towels
the washer, drop items straight into the washer frequently to absorb more wax and to avoid
without wrapping them around the agitator; mix transferring stains. Once the buildup is removed,
small and large items in each load, and fasten treat any remaining spots with a pretreat laundry
belts, hooks and buttons. If washing a full load, product. Then, launder in the hottest water safe
loosely load dry items up to the top row of holes in for the fabric, using a bleach that is safe for the
the tub. fabric. .

This newsletter is not copyrighted. The content may be used at will, with or without credit to The Soap and Detergent Association. Mention of product
names or manufacturers does not constitute an endorsement or a guarantee of performance or safety of such products by the Association and/or its
member companies. This paper is made from recycled fibers that include post-consumer waste.
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